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Abstract
Thispaperpresentsnewconceptsfor coordinating
multiple
behaviours
in tasklevel comml
tasks. Behaviours
are introducedas user-defined
plansfor differenttaskswithcontext
dependent
priorities. Afuzzylogic basedBehaviour
Control System(BCS)engagesand disengagesbehaviours
conditionally
at suitabletimepoints,or unconditionally
in
veryurgentcases.
Plans,i.e., behaviours,
are user definedcontextfree edge
replacementgrammars,whichintroduce parallelisms,
loops, and choicein a natural straight forwardway.A
fuzzy logic based ApplicabilityControl System(ACS)
guidesthe planningprocessby choosing
the "best"applicable productionrule. Plan executionandplan validity
monitoring
are carriedout byprojectingplaneffects using
SituationGrids.
Possibleapplicationsof this architecturearc intelligent
systemswithhighdemands
for autonomy,
flexibility, and
problem
solvingcapabilitiessuchas flexiblemanufacturing
cells andmobile
robotsfor forwarding
or inspectiontasks.
Introduction
Planning systems for real world applications demand
context dependentreactivity and behaviour switching,
plan executionand plan validation monitoringas well as
error handling and plan revision under real time constraints. Hence,they maybe better and moreprecisely denotedas control systems.
For this reason, webelieve that a HierarchicalTransition Network(HTN)Planner, as proposed, provides
goodframework
for real-time operation comparedto timeexpensivepreconditionachievement
plannersdespite their
provedcorrectness and completenessunderheavyrestrictions.
Furthermore,"easy to grasp" representations andengineeringtools supportingthe design, analysis, and implementationof reactive planning techniques are neededto
facilitate their industrialapplicability.
Withinthis paper weproposenewconceptsfor the design of control systemsfor intelligent systemsranging
from telooperated manipulatorsto autonomous
mobilerobots, in essence systemsfor whichthe knowledge
of operation is knownvery well beforehand. Thekey concepts

Plans as Graph Grammars.Plans are modeledby context free edgereplacementgrammarssimilar to top down
hierarchical transition networks.Hence,they feature parallel plan component
executionand hierarchical plan decompositionthrough plan componentabstraction. Choice
and loops do not exist explicitly but maybe introduced
using(end-)recursiveproductionrules.
ModelBasedBehaviours. Behaviours in this approach
correspond
to the conceptuallydifferent high level tasks of
an intelligent systemandare modeledby plans. SeeTable
1.
Table
1. Examples
forBehaviours
withContext
Dependent
Criticality.
Behaviours
employed
bytheApplication
Application
Assembly
Robot different
assembly
tasks,
sensor/tool
calibration,
activesensing
sequences
r ...
PlaneteryEx. soilsample
collection/delivery,
datatransmission,
data
ploration
transmission
r ...
Shop
FloorRo-deliver,
transport,
’gooutof my’-tasks,
recharge
batbot
tedes,
...
Coordination of Behaviours. Behaviours employcontext dependentcriticalifies, like the needto rechargedepends on the current charge level. Hence,dependingon
the actual situation, behaviour switching maybecome
necessaryandmusttake place at "mostsuitable" points in
time minimizingnegative effects of behaviourswitching,
like performanceloss, (mutual) destruction of achieved
subgoaletc.
Monitoring Plan Execution and Construction. Obviously, plan executionmonitoring,coveringall three stages
of execution,initial, transient, andgoal stage, as well as
plan validation monitoring,checkingwhetherthe current
planis still validunderthe currentsituationare vitally important.
FuzzyLogic for Modelingand Reasoning. Fuzzy Logic
has beenchosento reasonaboutthe criticality andurgency
of behavioursand the applicability of production rules
duringplanning.Thereasonto use it withinthis workwas
becuaseof the possibility to comprehensively
modelengineering knowledge
ranging fromvery unsharp, linguistic,
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Dueto space limitations, the concepts of our systemcan
only be sketched within this paper, a more complete
thourough description can be found in (Hasemann1994).

Relation to other Research Efforts
Different aspects of this workhave been earlier addressed
by other researchers. Examplesof hierarchically organized
intelligent control architectures (HI’N-planner) based
operator abstraction are NASREM
(Albus, McCain& Lumia 1989) and PEM(Heikkil~ & RiSning 1992). Situation
abstraction for traditional precondition achievementplanners has been employed in ABSTRIPS(Sacerdoti 1974)
and ABTWEAK
(Yang & Tenenberg 1990).
Behaviours are a metaphor for conceptual activities.
However, very often behaviours are associated with the
subsumption architecture (Brooks 1986) and consequently
becamea metaphorfor almost direct sensor-actuator coupling denying any representation and conceptualisation.
Brooks-like behavioursare low level, biologically oriented
mechanisms and are very much the opposite of what is
understood as behaviours within this paper. Weunderstand behaviours as high level modelbased activities represented as plans.
Coordination of Behaviours/Plans, i.e. interrupting and
abandoning plans has been earlier addressed by Davis
(Davis 1992). However, it remains open how this approach can be extended towards hierarchical abstraction
and multiple behaviours.
Monitoring Plan Execution and Validity has surprisingly not been in the focus of research despite its importance
for systems operating in real world environments. Plan
executionmonitoringis usually restricted to pre- and postcondition checking. Transient states are surveyed by a
system proposed by (Noreils & Chatila 89) which has
been further extended (Chatila, Alami, Degallaix
Laruelle 1992) by hardwiring the different outcomes of
plan componentto succeeding plan components. Plan execution monitoringcovering all stages of execution (initial,
transient, and goal stages) and plan validity monitoring
using Situation Grids and World State Aspect Objects has
been proposed in (Hasemann& Heikkilii 93).
Fuzzy Logic (Zadeh 1965) for decision support (e.g.
goita 1985) and process control (e.g. Pedrycz 1989) based
on unsharp data and/or rules has been successfully applied
in manyengineering domains.
Related Control Architectures. Amongthe large of proposed systems (e.g. Brooks 1986, Kaelbling 1986, Ambros-Ingerson &Steel 1988, Firby 1989), the PRS(Georgeff & Lansky 1987) and the Task Control Architecture
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the ones most closely related to the
system presented here.
The Task Control Architecture (TCA)is a distributed
planning and execution system with centralized control
applied to a walking robot. The TCAuses a hierarchical
plan representation (TCATask Tree) with explicit information goals (queries), explicit monitors to check assumptions underlying the plan, and synchronisation constraints
to sequentializ¢ plan component execution and delay
planning if necessary. The mainachievementof this architecture is the development of a frameworkfor parallel
execution and planning.
The Procedural Reasoning System (PRS) on the other
hand emphasizes the interruptability
of "plans" called
KnowledgeAreas (KA) are defined as sequences of subgoals to be achieved and roughly correspond to behavlouts in our approach. KAsare triggered under certain
conditions, which in fact corresponds to the invocation of
behaviours by the BCSin our approach. Triggered KAs
are stacked on the process stack from whichone is chosen
and pursued. Pursued KAsmay be interrupted and replaced with another KAif needed. The PRS, however,
lacks monitoringabilities and true coordination of different behaviours due to its unconditional KAswitching
mechanism.

System Overview
In the following we briefly describe the concepts developed and give a brief overview to the proposed control
systemarchitecture.
The proposed system consists of the following components and structures: A set of behaviours whichare either
active or dormant, a Behaviour Control System (BCS)
which continuously determines the criticality of each behaviour and determines possible time points for behaviour
switching, a graph grammarrepresentation of each behaviour, an Applicability Control System (ACS)that determines the "best" applicable instantiation for a plan component, and a Situation Grid (SG) used for plan execution
and plan validity monitoring.
The design of our control architecture was guided by
the believed need to recognise, separate, model, and coordinate conceptually different mutually interrupting tasks
for intelligent systemssituated in the real world. Considering the tasks of an assemblyrobot as given in Table I illustrates the problem setting. These tasks are very well
defined, in the sense that hierarchical plans can be easily
formalized for each individual task. Furthermore, tasks
mayneed to be interrupted by other more urgent/critical
tasks. E.g. if it becomesnecessaryto recalibrate the actuator this job might be accomplishedat the next non-critical
time point. Afterwardsthe previously running task continues execution.
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Obviously, this kind of control system behaviour can be
also achieved using traditional control architectures by
inserting the planning sequence for recalibration into the
plan for assembly together with frequent checking of the
trigger conditions. Doingthis for two interrupting tasks
maywork, doing this for a bunchof - possible interrupting
- tasks is surely not tractable for a humancontrol system
designer; hence our approach.
Weclaim from the engineering point of view that this amongthe lack of tools - is one of the major obstacles towardsa broad introduction of intelligent control architectures into industrial applications. Wealso believe that a
behaviour switching mechanism as proposed similar to
interrupting mechanismsin operating systems will increase the robustness and the chanceof error recovery.

left hand side (lhs) and a double pointed graph (DPG)
the right hand side (rhs) of the production rule. A DPG
defined as a directed graph defining the sequence of execution with a specified entry and exit node to allow embedding of the graph in the parent graph. Withinthis representation edges correspond to plan componentsand vertices correspondto (partial) states.
The planning process is then given by successively applying selected production rules to replace nonterminal
symbols. The dynamics of planning and execution are
given by the availability of planning data and the sequence
as described by plan. Completionof execution causes the
deletion of the plan componentfrom the current graph.
Errors are yet treated by falling back to the next higher
level of abstraction and deletion of lower level plan components.

System Componentsin Details
The control system is described by a set of behaviour each
of which is represented by a plan. To each behaviour is
attached a measureof criticality whichis continuously updated and taken to decide at what points of time behaviours are interrupted. This job is accomplishedby the Behaviour Control System (BCS).
Plalkq
Plans are the central data structure within control systems
for intelligent robots as ~ey define the sequenceand alternatives, goals are tried to get achieved. Withinthis paper
plans are snapshots of the current planning and execution
process continuously changing by the dynamics of planning and execution.
Due to the runtime performance of precondition
achievement planners and the low expressiveness of the
produced plans, we decided to use the hierarchical top
downinstantiation scheme of graph grammarsas the underlying planning mechanismwith an additional control
system (ACS)to resolve conflicts amongdifferent applicable instantiations.
Obviously,the resulting opportunistic planner is neither
complete nor sound for the general case, neither is any
other mechanismsituated in the real world. The advantage
of our planner lies in the expressiveness of the plan
(including choice, loop, and hierarchical abstraction), it’s
visualization as graphs, the ease of modelingcomplexbehaviours, and last not least it’s run time performance,i.e.
its applicability for real timetasks.
Within our approach, plans are represented as augmented context-free edge replacement grammars (Habel
Kreowski 1987) over plan components. Abstract plan
componentsor plan frames (pf), to be further decomposed,
correspond to nonterminal symbols and atomic plan components (ape). not to be further decomposed,correspond
to terminal symbols. The graph grammaris defined as a
set of production rules with one nonterminal symbolas the

Plan Components
Plan componentsare the entities of a plan. Three different
kinds of plan componentsmayexist:
Plan frames (pf) are conceptual activities corresponding
to nonterminal symbols in the graph grammarrepresentation. They are further decomposedduring the planning
process.
Atomicactions (aa) are the lowest level plan components,
e.g. servo commands,corresponding to terminal symbols
in the graph grammarrepresentation.
Protection intervals (pi): are virtual, not further decomposed,entities, stating and checkingthat during its lifetime
a specified proposition holds valid. Protection intervals are
partly set up automatically by analysing the plan component relations (e.g. single-contributor-single-consumer
causal structures) or manuallyby the control system engineer (e.g. other causal structures).

Plan ComponentRepresentation
Plan componentsare represented as parametrised STRIPSlike operators including initial, transient, and goal state
descriptions. Initial state, transient states, and goal state
description (add- and delete list) are lists of conjunctively
connectedpredicates. The transient states description describes the behaviour of the plan componentqualitatively
as well as the constraints put on it, such as security limitations, e.g. maximum
speed, minimumdistance etc. and is
inherited during instantiation.
Furthermore, a plan componentstate is added to the
plan componentdescription providing information about
the current state (planned, scheduled, started .... ) of the
plan component.Plan componentstate transitions in turn
give rise to different activities like checkingthe initial,
transient, and goal state descriptions.
HASEMANN 277
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Situation

Grid

The Situation Grid (SG) (Hasemann& Heikkil~i 93)
data structure designed to keep track of the ongoingplanning and execution process as well as on relations between
each plan componentand all others. For monitoring purposes the SGalso hoJds the Initial State, Transient States,
and Goal State Descriptions of each plan component as
well as the plan component’slife cycle state. The relations
represented in the SGinclude:
"Ancestor of (AO)" and "Descendent of (DO)" to
scribe hierarchical relationships; "Comesbefore (CB)"and
"Comesafter (CA)" tbr sequential relationships, "Optional
Choice (OC)" explicit model decomposition choices, i.e.
to detect possible imminentconflicts with particular instantiations. Of particular importance is the "No Entry
(NE)" relationship denoting that the concerned plan components maybe executed concurrently.
The situation grid is updated by messages about newly
planned plan componentand in turn signals possible or
evident conflicts/errors to other system components,like
planner/executor. The relationships amongplan components within the SGare determinedby a small rule base.
The SG grid then continuously checks the currently
held assumptionsfor successful plan execution, similar to
verifying the Modal Truth Criterion (Chapman 1985).
Within our design, we created one SGfor each behaviour
and add holding protection intervals from other behaviours as top level activities parallel to all others.

the different facts constituting the applicability of a rule.
Table 2 gives some examples.

Behaviour Control

System

Behaviours maybe viewedas tasks in multitasking operating systems. Each of the tasks pursues a different goal.
Analogously, behaviours correspond to jobs triggered by
certain conditions. Consequently, a behaviour switching
mechanismis needed to enable and disable bchaviours at
suitable points in time.
Twomethods for behaviour switching have been incorporated: condititonal
and unconditional behaviour
switching. Whereasconditional behaviour switching includes determining the best possible time for bchaviour
switching with respect to possibly negative effects on the
behaviour to be put asleep, unconditional behaviour
switching is morelike a reflex producingimmediateinitiation of the selected behaviour.
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Figure
2. Conditional
Behaviour
Switching

Figure
1. Decomposition
of a PlanFrame
NT
Applicability
Control System
The Applicability Control System (ACS) determines the
applicability of each possible instantiation of a particular
plan frame and returns (if any) the best applicable instantiation with respect to the current situation. Rules with an
applicability below a certain threshold are not considered
for application. Fuzzy Logic has been chosento derive the
applicability of a rule and to modelthe aspects of interest
(AOI), which are model as fuzzy variables and determine
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Conditional behaviour switching is the task of engaging
the most critical behaviour with respect to other behaviours. For conditionally interrupting a behaviour, initially
the time points of possible interruption are determined,fi)r
each of whichthe set of protection intervals is determined.
Among
these time points the earliest possible (with no interfering protection intervals) time point is taken. Thecurrent protection intervals at the switching point are then
added to the SGof the behaviour to be engaged. The disengaged behaviour enters a sleeping modeand waits for
the time to wakeup. The current limitations of conditional
behaviourare still rather strong and hopefully will be relaxed in future: no mutually interrupting behaviours, no
plan merging, and no interfering protection interval asTable
2. Aspects
ofInterest
forDifferent
Rules
PlanFrame
Aspects
of Interest
Grasp
Object
objecttype/size,
location,
accuracy
needed
....
Move
Location
visibility,charge
level....
DeliverObject
route
congestion,
receiver
location
....
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sumption underlying the conditional behaviour switching
mechanism (i.e. no handling of startup and shutdown
handling). Admittedly, successive interuption of behaviours mayresult in an accumulation of global protection
intervals and thus cause exclusion of engagementof critical behaviours. However,if the criticality reaches a very
high level mutual exclusion is resolved by unconditional
behaviour switching at the expense of possible negative
effects on other behaviours. This problem is especially
apparent if the control system exhibits a high numberof
behaviours and high frequency switching.

Unconditional behaviour switching occurs when the
BCSencounters a criticality abovea certain threshold. In
this case the currently active behaviour is immediately
stopped and enters the sleeping mode. Later when teengaged, the monitoring system automatically detects deviations fromthe old state and initiates a fall backto a higher
level of abstraction in case of error.
Fuzzy Reasoning
Both the ACSand the BCSrely on Fuzzy Logic to model
"fuzzy" knowledgeand to reason about criticality
and
applicability. In both cases, aspects of interests (AOI),
which themselves maybe the result of arbitrarily complex
reasoning, are mappedto criticality or applicability.
Each rule has the form: "if AOIX is A then the applicability (criticality) for Y is B", where A and B are fuzzy
labels. The fuzzy rules can be represented as tables with
respect to each production rule applicable. For a production rule "drive fast" the table maylook like this:

Ploughing

The selection of the AOIs(visibility, road condition,
load) as well as all entries in the table are done by the
systemdesigner. Eachentry in the table denotes the applicability (criticality) of a rule/behaviour wrt. to an AOI
value, e.g. "if visibility is NS(negative small) then applicability (criticality) of the drive-fast rule/behaviouris
(negative big)".
The reasoning process is described as follows: A subscript i (i=! ..... n) distinguishes the n AOIs.Thetotal applicability tt A is calculated as:
It,=~ j’~it~ty)
r-~.,

(O-<y<l),withit,..==m~r~,~,.>l
os~l L /

J

and I1 Ai(Y) denotesmembership
value at point y for AOI
i. Using the center of gravity methodgives a numerical
value, interpreted as the applicability (criticality) of the
respective rulefeehaviour.

Example

An example, although, due to space limitations, a very
simple one, mayillustrate the waythe control system operates. The scenario is a field that needs to be ploughed.
For this a tractor exists which has an enormousfuel consumption(for the sake of this example)so that it needs
be refueled every nowthen during ploughingthe field.
The control system is represented with two behaviours:
"plough field" and "refuel" represented by two production
rules, one for "plough field" and one "refuel" in Figure 3.
All plan componentsare physical plan componentsexcept
"ploughfield" and "refuel" whichis defined recursively.
b¯utn
’

~’"

/

field

¯ J
I"’Protoct;on
.o ......Inte~ol
bg¯ m

¯nd

Rgure
3. ThetwoBehaviours
of thePloughing
Example
Thecriticality of the two behaviouLrsis determined
by
the BCSbasedon the fuzzy rule baseattachedto eachbehaviour and is shownin Table 4 and 5. Moreover, if the
criticality of a behaviour is extermely low (NB) it
switched off.
Table
4. BCS
Fuzzy
Rules
for Behavlour
’plough
field’
Behaviour:
plough field
AOI: field ready

"

NB
PS

NM
PS

NS
PS

ZO
PS

PS

PM

PS

PS

PB
NB*

*i.e. behaviour
is dormant
Table
5. BCS
Fuzzy
Rules
for Behaviour
’refuel’
Behaviour:

Table
3. Fuzzy
Rules
for a Rule/Behavlour
"drivefast’*
dflvefast
NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB
visibility
NB NB NB NS PS PS PB
roadcondition PB PS PS ZO NS NM NB
load
PB PB PS ZO NS NS NB
* ’NB’,
...’ZO’,.... ’PB’= (negativebig..... zero..... positive big)

Field

NB

NM

NS

ZO

PM*

PM*

PS

PM PB

refuel
AOI:fuel left

PB** PB*

NB

NB

NB

* criticalityexceeds
’plough
field’ andresultsin conditionally
behaviour
switching.
** criticality is extremely
highandandcauses
unconditional
behaviour
switching
The plan component"plough field" is defined recursively to modela loop, i.e. to ploughthe field until it is
ready. The applicability of the rule "plough field" is determined by the ACSusing the rule set given in Table 6.
As can be seen termination of ploughing is guaranteed,
since "ploughfield" is no longer applicable whenthe field
is completely ploughedand is behaviour terminates.
Table
6. ACS
Fuzzy
Rules
for Rule’plough
field’
Rule:
plough field
AOI: field ready

NB

NM

NS

PS

PS PS

ZO

PS

PS

PS

PM

PB

NB* NB*

*i.e. ruleis notapplicable
Table 4 and 5 showthe fuzzy rules for the two behaviours "plough field" and "refuel" as used by the BCS.As
can be seen the criticality of refuel exceedsthe criticality
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of "plough field" in case fuel left goes below PS. In case
the fuel left value is NMor NBthe criticality
reaches PB,
an indication that an unconditional behaviour switching
becomesnecessary. In case fuel left is NS or ZO, i.e. still
some significant amount of fuel is left, the criticality exceeds the criticality of "plough field" but is still on a noncritical
level. Thus conditional behaviour switching is
tried. Let’s further assume "drive to gallon" and "drive to
field" are incompatible with the protection interval "On
field". Hence during the time the protection interval is active no behaviour switching can occur. Figure 4 depicts
the situation that "forward" is currently execute when
conditional behaviour switching becomes necessary. Since
possible switching point ’I’ is within the protection interval "On Field" the earliest point of conditional behaviour
switching is ’2’.
begin

1

2

’,,’

/
Protection
"On

tie

I~tervol
d"

end

~Z~Id

I

Figure4i CurrentExecution
Graph.Plancomponent
’forward’ is currentlyunderexecution.
The criticalities
for both behaviours are continuously
determined and in case the criticality
of "get-fuel" exceeds
the criticality
of "plough-field" at point "2" behaviour
switching will take place at point "2". In case the criticality of "get-fuel" reaches PB during "forward" or "back",
unconditional behaviour switching takes place, even if due
to "get-fuer’ the field needs to be partially re-ploughed
again.

Conclusions
Within this paper we presented a new control system for
intelligent
systems. The system dynamics have been formalised using graph grammars and fuzzy logic to allow
flexible and reactive decomposition selection and behaviour switching. The use of fuzzy logic promises easy introduction of linguistic
knowledge both for deciding what
decomposition to take, and when to switch behaviours and
has, to our knowledge, not yet been tried before. Similarly
graph grammars provide a solid framework for manipulating graph structures like plans. The system integrates
easily in the existing monitoring system based on Situation
Grids for plan execution and plan validation monitoring.
As of now, behaviour switching is exclusive, i.e. only one
behaviour is active at a time. This is an unnatural restriction for non-conflicting behaviours and will be abandoned
in future.
The introduction
of shutdown and bootup
activities to store and restore situations maybe helpful and
is matter of ongoing research. Moreover, further efforts
need to be spent to determine the ’best’ switching point
among all possible. The system described is currently
under implementation based on the existing monitoring
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system. A detailed description
94).

can be found in (Hasemann
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